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Date:   April 11, 2014   

    Analyst Name:     Xiao Liu     

CIF Stock Recommendation Report (Spring 2014) 

Company Name and Ticker:  Honeywell International Inc. (HON) 

Section (A) Investment Summary 

Recommendation Buy:       Yes         No Target Price:  
  $ 100 (+10%) 

Stop-Loss Price: 
 $79 (-15%) 

Sector:    
Industrial 

Industry:   
Aerospace & Defense 

Market Cap (in Billions): 
 $71.9 billion 

# of Shrs. O/S (in Millions): 
 781.99 million 

Current Price: 
 $93.21 

52 WK Hi: 
 $95.90 

52 WK Low: 
$70.92 

EBO Valuation: 
 $55.55 

Morningstar (MS) Fair 
Value Est.:  $105.00 

MS FV Uncertainty: 
Medium 

MS Consider Buying:   
 $73.50 

MS Consider Selling:   
$141.75 

EPS (TTM):   
$4.90 

EPS (FY1):   
$5.54 

EPS (FY2): 
  $6.15 

MS Star Rating: 

☆☆☆☆ 

Next Fiscal Yr. End 
 ”Year”:      “Month”: 
  2014   December 

Last Fiscal Qtr. End: 
Less Than 8 WK:   
Y        N 

If Less Than 8 WK, next 
Earnings Ann. Date: 

Analyst Consensus 
Recommendation: 
  1.91 - Buy 

Forward P/E: 
  14.95 

Mean LT Growth: 
10.48% 

PEG: 
  1.43 

Beta: 
  1.33 

% Inst. Ownership: 
83.41% 

Inst. Ownership- Net 
Buy:   Y       N 

Short Interest Ratio: 
 1.70 

Short as % of Float: 
 0.80% 

Ratio Analysis Company Industry Sector 

P/E (TTM) 18.77 17.49 29.55 

P/S (TTM) 1.84 0.64 2.25 

P/B (MRQ) 4.13 1.46 2.20 

P/CF (TTM) 14.53 7.12 13.57 

Dividend Yield 1.96 1.72 1.80 

Total Debt/Equity (MRQ) 50.55 97.66 64.08 

Net Profit Margin (TTM) 10.14 4.37 8.61 

ROA (TTM) 9.08 3.14 5.25 

ROE (TTM) 25.78 9.68 10.97 
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Investment Thesis 
The amazing achievement reported in 
Honeywell’s annual report encouraged 
investors and drew people’s attention to the 
company’s amazing five years plan. In the past 
five years, HON’s sales increased by 30%, 
operating margin increased 380 bps, EPS 
increased by 85%. The company focus on 
optimizing internal management in order to 
improve operating margin. In addition, HON 
has successful expanded its international 
market. International sales accounts for 55% 
of total sales. The company actively acquired 
business that fit its strategy and sold those 
have low growth potential. HON now heavily 
invest in technologies related to energy 
efficiency, clean energy generation, safety & 
security, and customer productivity, which all 
have strong market interest. In the next five 
years plan, HON expects sales increase over 
$50 billion, operating margin increase for 
another 220-370 bps. Investors are confident 
with HON’s ability to achieve these goals. This 
is a company with clear and strong target. I 
recommend a buy of HON.  
Pros:  
-sales, EPS, operating margin sustainable 

increase. 
-exciting nest five years plan 
-forward P/E of 14.53, much lower than 

historical traded level 
-excellent management and strategy decisions  
-strong technology innovation 
-analysts recommend a buy 
-large institutional ownership 
-decreasing short interest 
Cons:  
-tend to restructuring a lot than rewarding 

shareholders 
-low fundamental analysis 
-10 days moving average below 50 days 

moving average 
- high beta of 1.33 

Company Profile: HON is a diversified manufacturing and 
technology company, operating in four business segment: 
Aerospace, Automation and Control Solutions, Performance 
Materials and Technologies, and Transportation System. 
From 2009 to 2013, sales, operating margin, EPS increased 
significantly. The five years plan has greatly improved HON’s 
profitability. In next five years plan, the company expects 
sales increase to $50 billion.  
Fundamental Valuation: The fundamental valuation 
$55.55 is much lower than HON’s current price and 52 
weeks low price of $70.92. 

Relative Valuation: Choosing United Technologies, 
General Electric, 3M, and Eaton as the four closest 
competitors of HON, implied price under P/E equals $90.41, 
very close to current price of HON. The implied price under 
value ratio ranges equals $96.71, higher than current price. 
Revenue and Earnings Estimates: Sales of Q1, Q2, and Q3 
of FY2013 were under analysts’ estimate, due to low 
Aerospace sales and acquisition investments. EPS all 
surprised analysts’ estimates. Estimates comply with HON’s 
future plan and Morningstar analysis. More analysts revised 
estimates up than down within past month.  
Analyst Recommendations: Analysts recommendations 
give a mean score of 1.91, recommending a buy. The mean 
score has a slightly decreasing trend. Morningstar gives a 4.3 
rating with 5 means Buy. CNBC’s mean rating for HON 
currently equals 2.05, with 1 means strong buy. All represent 
a bullish view of HON.  

 

Institutional Ownership: HON has net 12 decrease in 
institutional positions, 0.93% of total institutional positions. 
However, shares owned by institutions increases 289,326 
shares, 0.04% of total shares. Three owners who own more 
than 5% of HON’s shares all increase their holding. Two of 
them are mutual funds manager.  
Short Interest: Comparing with General Electric and Unities 
Technologies, days to cover ratio of HON has a downward 
trend recently while other two’ ratios increase. Current days 
to cover ratio is low at 1.70.  

Stock Price Chart: In general, HON outperformed UTX, 
industrial sector index and S&P 500. The stock price went 
down recently primarily due to unfavorable stock market. 10 
days moving average curve is currently below 50 days 
moving average curve, however, with an increasing trend. 50 
days moving average curve continuously above 200 days 
moving average curve. 
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Section (B) Company Profile  

(B-1) Profile  

Company Description 

Honeywell International Inc. (HON) is a diversified manufacturing and technology company, 

operating in four business segment: 

Aerospace, Automation and Control 

Solutions, Performance Materials and 

Technologies, and Transportation System. 

In 2013, Aerospace accounted for 31% of 

HON’s total sales; Automation and 

Control Solutions accounted for 42% of 

total sales; Performance Materials and 

Technologies contributed 17% of total 

sales.  Transportation system makes up 

10% of total sales (10K, 34). Unlike other 

companies in aerospace and defense 

industry in which government contract comprises about 80% total sales, only the Aerospace 

segment of HON heavily rely on government contract.  

In Aerospace segment, HON produces turbine propulsion engines, auxiliary power units (APUs), 

environment control system, electric power system, engine systems accessories, flight 

management system, and navigation system etc. for aircraft and ground vehicles for both 

commercial and military use.   

In Automation and control segment, HON provides environment and combustion controls, 

sensing controls, security and life safety services, scanning and mobility, process automation 

products and solutions, and building solutions and services for various industries.  

Performance materials and technologies segment produces leading technologies and high-

performance materials, various chemicals and electronic materials, such as hydrocarbon 

processing technologies, catalysts, adsorbents, and advanced fibers etc.  

Transportation system segment provides engine boosting system such as charge-air system, 

thermal system, and brake hard parts for passenger car and truck.  

Aerospace
31%

Automation 
and Control 

Solutions
42%

Performance 
Materials and 
Technologies

17%

Transportation 
System

10%

BUSINESS BREAKDOWN
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HON is not only a diversified company in 

term of various businesses, but also in 

term of global market. In 2013, 55 

percent of total sales come from outside 

U.S, in which Europe represents 29% and 

Asia represents 13% (10K, 17).  

 

Business model & Management 

In March 2010, HON introduced its five 

year from 2010 to 2014. Despite 

unexpected headwinds, HON expects sales in 2014 will at least touch the bottom line of five 

years target. From 2009 to 2013, sales increased by 30.33% (2014 Fact Sheet). According to CEO 

David. M. Cote, the success of HON comes from “a great portfolio of businesses, a focus on 

internal processes, and a culture that learns, evolves, and performance. “ HON continuously 

optimizes its internal process by Honeywell Enablers: Honeywell Operating System (HOS), 

Velocity Product DevelopmentTM (VPDTM) and Functional Transformation (FT). HOS improves 

manufacturing operations in aspects of “safety, quality, delivery, cost, and inventory 

management.” VPDTM speeds up new product launching process, integrating and managing 

R&D, manufacturing, marketing, and sales 

processes. FT standardizes administrative 

activities, including finance, legal, HR, IT, and 

purchasing (10K, 27). Due to active process 

management, HON is able to achieve a profit 

growth rate higher than sales growth rate. 

Operating margin sustainably increases from 

10.4% in 2009 to 14.2% in 2013. HON expects 

operating margin increase 220 to 370 basis 

points from 2013 level in its newest five year 

plan. Sales increased by $7 to $12 billion to $46 

to $51 billion in five years. Morningstar is 

confident about HON’s effort in improving 

operating margin, however, holding a less 

aggressive estimate of 15.7% to 17.4% in five years.  

 

HON undertakes actively restructuring and acquisition strategy to improve and expand it 

businesses, and often use cash to finance these activities which many investors are worrying 

about. HON developed its internal acquisition process, including identification, valuation, due 

U.S
45%

Europe
29%

Asia
13%

Other
13%

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Retrieved from 2014 Fact Sheet 
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diligence, and integration, to support it do smart acquisition decision. CEO David Cote said he 

personally reviews acquisitions quarterly to ensure they perform as expected.  

Now, the company heavily invests in technologies related to energy efficiency, clean energy 

generation, safety & security, and customer productivity. The company plans to come out 

Honeywell User Experience (HUE) product design system, which speeds up products develop 

cycle and enhances customer experience and loyalty. With more manufacturers cares about 

low cost, high efficiency production, the demand for HON’s products will remain strong 

(Morningstar).  

 

Competition 

Aerospace and defense industry generally has a high entry barrier. Key technologies help 

companies like HON maintain their competitive strength. Once contract has been placed and 

program begin, original equipment manufacturers rarely change vendors due to the expensive 

switch cost. Also, long-term customers relationships cannot be catch up without several years 

diligent operating. On the other hand, HON competes by its differential technologies. For 

example, HON avoids fierce competition of wide-body and narrow-body competition between 

United Technologies and General Electric, but focuses on business and regional aircraft 

(Morningstar). 

 

In Aerospace segment, HON mainly compete with United Technologies, General Electric, Boeing, 

and Lockheed Martin etc. In Automation and control solutions segment, large competitors 

include Eaton, Emerson, United Technologies, and 3M. Major competitors for Performance 

materials and technologies segment include 3M, DuPont, and DSM etc. Competitors in 

transportation systems include Borg-Warner, Behr, and Akebono etc. 

 

Sensitivity to business cycle & macro environment 

HON is a cyclical company, and since it is highly diversified, it is sensitive to numerous macro-

economic factors. The operating environment for HON is very complicated. Over half of HON’s 

sales come from international customers. Therefore, HON is sensitive to not only U.S economic 

environment but also global economic environment. Interest rate in different countries and 

foreign exchange rate impact HON’s financing, purchasing prices and selling prices. Aerospace 

segment is sensitive to global demand for air travel, which affect aircraft production and 

maintenance services. Fuel price, customer purchasing power, political issue such as terrorist 

attack etc. could all affect air travel demand. For the Automation and control solution segment 

and Performance materials and technologies segment, U.S and global construction level, capital 

spending, industrial production, and, in general, economic growth rate all great influence its 

business environment. Transportation segment is influenced by automobiles and trucks 
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production amount, fuel price, customer purchasing power and demand for automobile 

transportations.  

 

Major risk factors  

Just as HON is sensitive to numerous economic indicators, it also faces various risks. The good 

point is HON’s diversification helps it counterweigh different risk factors. Morningstar evaluates 

that HON’s risk level is medium. Some general risks faced by most industrial companies include 

industry and economic conditions, raw material price fluctuations, interest rate risk, technology 

innovation, tax rate, pension fund, and patent and information security. U.S government 

Budget Act could impact Aerospace segment performance. U.S Department of Defense made 

up 8% of total sales in 2013. Also, global environment greatly impact HON’s business 

performance. For example, slow recovery of Euro zone and weak China’s economic data affect 

customer confidence it those areas. Unexpected change in foreign exchange rate could affect 

probability. The aggressive acquisition strategy also bring risk that acquired business may fail to 

perform as expected. HON also mentioned material risk relate to environmental liabilities and 

has reserved $400 million net liability for this risk.  

  

Significant acquisition or major restructure  

In 2013, HON’s acquisition cost was $1,133 million. On September 17, 2013, HON acquired 

Intermec, which provides mobile computing, label, and receipt printers. On June 3, 2013, HON 

acquired RAE. RAE produces fixed and portable gas and radiation detection system. On October 

22, 2012, HON acquired Thomas Russell Co., which provides natural gas technology and 

equipment.  In December 2011, the company acquired a provider of footwear, King’s 

Safetywear. In August 2011, HON acquired EMS Technologies, which provide mobile 

networking, mobile computers and satellite communication.  

HON frequently checks its businesses and sell business which it think has slow growth rate or 

incompatible to company’s strategy. In January 2014, HON sold Friction Materials, which belong 

to Transportation system segment, for $155 million. In July, 2011, HON sold Consumer Products 

Group for $955 million, which also belong to Transportation system segment. HON claimed that 

it want to focus on differentiated global technologies.  

 

Significant pending litigations 

PreCon, Inc., a partner of HON, was alleged by the U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

for failure to comply with environmental regulation. EPA did not made allegations against HON. 

HON realizes there may be a potential of environment liabilities.  
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(B-2) Revenue and Earnings History  

In all quarters’ result, Revenue and earnings per share increased significantly in 2013 compared 

to 2012 and 2011.The increase is primarily due to increasing sales volume, optimizing operating 

cost, and positive acquisitions. The revenue and earnings in December 2012 and 2011 is 

impacted by acquisition of Thomas Russell Co and King’s Safetywear. The earnings for quarter 

ended September 31, 2013 was influenced by acquisition of Intermec for $607 million.   

 

(B-3) Most Recent Quarterly Earnings Release 

The most recent earnings release date was January 24, 2014. HON reported annual earnings per 

share of $4.97 and 4th quarter earnings per share of $1.24. These two number is slightly 

different from reported numbers due to Exclude Pension Market-to-Market Adjustment. The 

EPSs beat analysts’ estimate of $1.21 quarterly earnings per share. HON believes the strong 

fourth quarter result comes from increasing operating margin, successful acquisitions and 

restructure, and innovating new products and technologies. HON is confident about its FY 2014 

target of 3%-4% increase in sales, 8%-12% increase in EPS and 100-130 bps increase in 

operating margin. Following the earning release, HON’s stock price increased 2.23% from 

$88.47 on January 24 to $90.45 on January 28 despite the overall decrease in S&P 500 during 

these three days.  
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Section (C) Fundamental Valuation (EBO) 

Include the following here: 

 

Inputs (provide below input values used in your analysis) 

EPS forecasts (FY1 & FY2):  $5.54, $6.15 

Long-term growth rate:  10.48%   

 Book value:   $17,467 million   

 # of shares outstanding: 958 million  

 Book value / share:  $13.233 

Dividend payout ratio:  33.61% 

Next fiscal year end:   2014 

Current fiscal month:   4 

Target ROE:    5.20% 

Discount rate    11.46% 
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Input for discount rate: 

Risk-free rate:   3.56% 

Beta:    1.33 

Market risk premium: 9.5% 

Output 

Above normal growth period chosen:   5 years, 2018 

EBO valuation (Implied price from the spreadsheet):   $55.55 

In newest 5 years plan, the company expects that sales grow by 18% to 30%, and segment 

margin increases by 2.2% to 3.7% in the next five years (2014-2018). This growth rate is close to 

30.33% increase in sales and 3.0% increase in segment margin that the company has achieved 

during the past five years.  Morningstar also use five years revenue growth period in their fair 

price valuation. Therefore, I choose five years as above normal growth period for HON.  

The fundamental valuation is much lower than HON’s current price. It is also lower than 52 

weeks low price of $70.92. One potential soft spot is beta. HON’s beta equals to 1.33, higher 

than industrial average 1.15. Another factor is HON generally has a high P/B ratio of 4.12, 

almost two times P/B calculated in the spreadsheet, which means that other factors except EPS 

influence HON’s price. Such as the high and continuously growing operating margin and 

successful acquisition strategy.   

 

Sensitivity Analysis 

EBO valuation would be (you can include more than one scenario in each of the following): 

$58.05    if changing above normal growth period to    2020 

$56.26    if changing growth rate from mean (consensus) to the highest estimate 11% 

$54.90    if changing growth rate from mean (consensus) to the lowest estimate 10% 

$62.62    if changing discount rate to 10.39% 

$55.55     if changing target ROE to 21.83%  

 

A more confident valuation that the company would keep current growth rate until 2020 comes 

out result of $58.05, $2.5 higher than 2018. Analysts’ estimates of long-term growth rate are 

concentrate within the range 10% to 11%. Therefore, changing long-term growth rate to 

highest estimate or lowest estimate could not cause significant change in price valuation. If 

changing beta to industrial average 1.15, the discount rate would be 10.39% compares with 

11.46% originally. This change significantly increases valuation to $62.62, proving that beta is a 
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critical soft spot in valuation process. HON generally achieve much higher ROE than industrial 

average. If change target ROE to HON’s five year average, the implied price under 2018 does 

not change, however, the implied prices after 7 years period increase significantly.  

 

Section (D) Relative Valuation 

 

Considering the market capital, I choose United Technologies, General Electric, 3M, and Eaton 

as the four closest competitors of HON.  

United Technologies Corp. (UTX) competes with HON directly in many Aerospace and 

Automation and Control Solution products. UTX provide high technology products and services 

in aerospace industry worldwide. 

General Electric (GE) competes with HON mainly in Aerospace industry, as well as some 

products in Performance Materials and Technologies segment. GE is a diversified technology 

company, with wide variety of products ranging from aircraft engines to household appliances.  

3M Co. (MMM) competes with HON in Performance Materials and Technologies, Automation 

and Control Solution segments. 3M is a diversified technology company operating businesses in 

industrial, transportation, healthcare, office, safety and security, display and graphics, and 

electro and communications segments.  

Eaton Corporation PLC (ETN) competes with HON in Automation and Control Solution segment. 

Eaton belongs to electric equipment industry, provides electrical products and system, and 

power related equipment and services worldwide.  
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With FY2 earnings per share estimate, the forward P/E ratios of all companies fall in the range 

from 13.20 to 16.42. HON’s P/E ratio ranks at median position among the five companies, 

means that forward P/E might be a good indicator for HON’s price. The long-term growth rates 

of UTX, 3M, and Eaton are very close to each other, ranging from 11.20% to 11.64%. GE’s 

growth rate of 8.48% is lower than others. The low growth rate of GE is sensible since GE is a 

huge industrial conglomerates and widely diversified in many businesses. HON’s growth rate of 

10.48% is slightly lower than the top three. This estimate conforms to the HON’s future EPS 

growth rate estimate of 8% to 12%. HON and 3M are outliers for P/B and ROE ratios. 3M has a 

P/B ratios of 5.09, and ROE ratio of 35.97%. HON’s P/B ratio equals 4.12, ROE equals 25.78%. 

High P/B always follows with high ROE. Therefore, value ratio of the five companies, which 

equals P/B divided by ROE, are highly concentrate within the range 0.14 to 0.18. HON’s value 

ratio 0.16 is right between these two numbers. For P/S ratio, 3M is the outlier with P/S equals 

2.58. Other four companies’ P/S ranges from 1.58 to 1.84. For P/CF ratio, HON has the highest 

ratio equals 14.52, however, not significantly higher than the other three except GE.   

P/E and P/B are generally the best analysis ratio for industrial sector. Implied price under P/E 

ranges from $81.17 to $101.01, with median $90.41, very close to current price of HON. 

Because P/B ratio of HON is an outlier and it gives a very low median price of $60.49, value ratio 

that combines P/B and ROE could be a better indicator. The implied price under value ratio 

ranges from $81.43 to $102.57, with median of $96.71, higher than current price. Although 

implied price under PEG has a median of $91.07, which is very close to current price, PEG may 

not be a good indicator since industrial sector is not characterize by high growth rate. 

Overall, the implied prices from relative valuation are close to current price of HON, which 

means that HON is not overpriced. Morningstar originally estimates the fair value of HON is $90, 

however, increase its valuation to $105 recently, which represents Morningstar’s strong bullish 

view towards HON. The reasons Morningstar gives for this increase are HON’s ability to increase 

operating margin significantly, strong market demand for HON’s products, and fast revenue 

growth. Morningstar estimates that revenue will grow at 5% for the next five years, which is 

higher than Reuters’ mean estimates.  
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Section (E) Revenue and Earnings Estimates 

(E-1)  Historical Surprises Table from http://www.reuters.com/ 

 

For sales estimates, the result is kind of mix. However, for EPS, HON always beat analysts’ 

estimates. For the fourth quarter of FY2012, which was released on January 25, 2013, sales 

surprise was 0.75%, and EPS surprise was 0.92%, primarily stemmed from increasing 

commercial sales in Aerospace segment, increasing sales in Energy, Safety, and Environment 

businesses, and successful acquisitions of Thomas Russell. Stock price increased from $68.24 at 

the beginning of January 25, 2013 to $69.09 on January 29, 2013. For the first quarter of FY2013, 

sales under estimates by 1.23%, while EPS beat estimates by 6.14%. Stock price increased from 

$71.47 to $74.18 on April 19 followed the release. Despite Transportation system segment, all 

other three segment achieved significant increases in segment profit margin. For the second 

quarter of FY2013, sales slightly lower than estimates, while EPS was 5.79% higher than 

estimate. Stock price increased from $82.57 to $83.97 on July 19, 2013, the day earnings 

released, but then slightly decreased and kept flat until July 31. Defense and space sales 

continuously decreased by 1% due to program delays, while sales in other segments increased 

compared with FY 2012. On October 18, 2013, HON released third quarter earnings of FY2013, 

in which sales was lower than estimate by 2.74%, while no surprise in EPS. Stock price 

decreased significantly from $86.74 to $84.58 on that day. Sales in Aerospace segment went 

down by 2% stemmed from 11% decreased in Defense and Space sales delays. Investors were 

worry about aerospace and defense industry due to government budget cutting. The fourth 

quarter of FY2013, HON’s sales and EPS both beat analysts’ estimates by 1.93% and 2.48%. For 

http://www.reuters.com/
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that period, stock price increased from $88.47 on January 24 to $91.70 on January 31, 2014, 

despite the overall industrial sector went down significantly.  

 

(E-2) Consensus Estimates Analysis Table from http://www.reuters.com/ 

 

Total 16 analysts provide quarter sales estimate. 21 analysts submit estimate for FY2014 sales 

and 19 submit estimate for FY2015. For the next two quarters and FY2014, sales estimates well 

converge to the mean value, with differences concentrate within the range -3% to +2%.  FY2015 

sales estimate has much larger variance, probably because longer period brings more 

uncertainty. Sales estimate for FY2014 is higher than FY2013 sales of $39.1 billion and higher 

than HON’s own 2014 forecast of $40.3 billion to $40.7 billion. This estimate is revised down 

compare to one year ago, probably have adjusted based on HON’s forecast. FY2015 sales 

estimate mean is 4.65% higher than FY2014’s, indicating HON’s sales growth rate at about 5%, 

which complies with Morningstar’s estimate.  

19 analysts provide quarter earnings estimate for HON. FY2014 EPS receives reports from 24 

analysts, and their estimates are well converged. 22 analysts submit EPS estimate for FY2015. 

Earnings estimates tend to have larger percentile difference from mean. For example, FY2015 

lowest EPS estimate is 8.92% below the mean, and highest estimate is 5.69% higher than 

estimate. Comparing with estimate one year ago, most EPS estimates have been revised up. 

FY2015’s EPS is 0.16 cents higher than estimate one year ago. Estimates for FY2014 EPS all fall 

in the tight range between $5.5 and $5.6, with a mean of $5.54. The mean is close to the high 

forecast number $5.55 HON announced in 2014 forecast report.  

There is only 4r analysts provide long-term growth rate estimate for HON, which means the 

result may be less accurate. These four estimates, despite the large percentile difference of 

highest and lowest numbers, all fall in the range of 10% to 11%. This result complies with HON’s 

expectations of 8% to 12% growth rate.  

 

http://www.reuters.com/
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(E-3) Copy/paste “Consensus Estimates Trend” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

 

All sales estimates are down comparing with one year ago, however, remain constant and 

slightly increase within past two months. Earnings per share, despite Q2 for FY2014, all go up 

comparing with one year ago. The slightly down trend in sales probably because of current 

unfavorable macro-economic environment comparing with bullish market in 2013. The increase 

trend in EPS estimate reflects HON’s ability to continuously improve operating margin.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.reuters.com/
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(E-4) Copy/paste the “Estimates Revisions Summary” Table from http://www.reuters.com/, 

“Analysts” tab (include both revenue and earnings) 

Review the number of analysts revising up or down their estimates (both revenue and 

earnings) in the last and last four weeks. (1) Note whether there are more up or down 

revisions; (2) are the revisions predominantly one directional? (3) Any notable difference last 

week versus last four weeks, revenue versus earnings? 

During last week, there are one down revision for FY2014 sales estimate and one down revision 

for FY2015 sales estimate. During late four weeks, there are additional 3 up revision for Q2, and 

2 up revision for Q3. There is no revision for Earnings in the last four weeks.  

During late week, the only notable headline for HON is CFO and vice president changes. Former 

CFO of Automation and Controls Solutions segment, Tom Szlosek replaces retired long-time 

chief CFO David Anderson. Former CEO of Automation and Controls Solution segment, Roger 

Fradin, and former CEO of Performance Materials and Technologies segment Andreas Kramvis 

are named to be vice chairman of HON. Mr. Fradin will responsible for merger and acquisition. 

Mr. Kramvis will responsible for software deployment. CEO David Cote believes these move will 

support HON’s next five years goal (Armental).  

 

(E-5) “Consensus Earnings Revisions” from CNBC 

The last earnings reporting date was January 24, 2014. There is no consensus earnings revisions 

for HON date back to February 10. The next earnings reporting date is April 17, 2014.  

http://www.reuters.com/
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Section (F) Analysts’ Recommendations 

(F-1) Reuters Most Recent Three Months Analysts Recommendations  

During the past three month, HON did not receive any Underperform or Sell recommendations. 

Analyst recommendations kind of equally distributed among three positive recommendations. 

Comparing with January, there are one decrease in Buy opinion and one decrease in Hold 

opinion. These two analysts’ cancellation of their recommendation slightly increase mean rating 

from 1.92 to 1.91. Comparing with two month ago, two Hold opinion were called off one month 

ago, mean rating increase from 2.00 to 1.91. Overall, analyst recommendation for HON keeps 

constant recently, with mean rating lies on Outperform. Analyst recommendation reflects 

investors’ bullish view of HON’s future growth. 

Morningstar adopts Wall Street Journal’s analysis that give a 4.3 rating with 5 means Buy, which 

is a slightly more bullish view than Reuters.com. CNBC’s mean rating for HON currently equals 

2.05, with 1 means strong buy, which is a slightly bearish than Reuters.com. Overall, these 

three media’s opinion towards HON agree with each other. Investors are confident with HON’s 

stable growth and future earnings. Morningstar believes that HON is able to keep current 

growth rate and achieve its next five years target. Market demand for HON’s product remains 

strong. HON’s investment in clean energy, energy saving, and production efficiency industries 

also fit market’s interest. They also believe in HON’s ability to continuously improve operating 

margin by its excellent internal management.  

(F-2) Most Recent One Month Analysts Upgrades/Downgrades from CNBC  

There is no upgrades or downgrades for HON from CNBC within recent one month.  
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Section (G) Institutional Ownership 

CIF Institutional Ownership” spreadsheet 

 

Combine information provided in all three sections to discuss: 

There are 31 institutions increase holding, while 43 institutions decrease holding. Also, 4 new 

positions, offset by 4 close positions. Therefore, HON has net 12 decrease positions in terms of 

institutional ownership, 0.93% of total institutional positions. However, there is an increase of 

289,326 shares owned by institutions, 0.04% of total shares. The change is not critical enough 

to show a bearish view of institutional owners. About 95% owners continuously hold HON, 

representing majority’s bullish view of HON’s growth.  
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HON is largely held by institutional ownership. Institutions hold 83.41% of total shares 

outstanding, and mutual funds hold 40.4% of shares outstanding, well support HON’s growth. 

90% of total shares are available for trading.  

Three institutions hold more or near 5% of total shares. Two of them, MFS Investment 

Management K.K and Vanguard Group Inc. are mutual funds managers. All these three 

institutions increase their position on HON, which proves that the 12 net sell positions is not a 

strong bearish signal.  

 

Section (H) Short Interest 

(H-1) Short Interest Data from http://www.nasdaq.com/ (NASDAQ’s website) 

HON       

Settlement Date Short Interest Avg Daily Share Volume Days To Cover 

3/14/2014 5,455,763 3,381,324 1.61 

2/28/2014 5,718,990 2,913,831 1.96 

2/14/2014 7,105,988 3,267,033 2.18 

1/31/2014 4,926,846 3,548,211 1.39 

1/15/2014 4,622,903 2,205,317 2.10 

12/31/2013 5,126,303 2,370,471 2.16 

12/13/2013 5,298,543 2,382,294 2.22 

11/29/2013 5,697,037 1,705,535 3.34 

11/15/2013 6,724,551 2,523,465 2.66 

10/31/2013 6,170,916 2,892,360 2.13 

10/15/2013 5,053,859 2,875,306 1.76 

9/30/2013 5,660,529 2,329,233 2.43 

9/13/2013 6,720,125 2,451,780 2.74 

8/30/2013 6,215,680 2,448,964 2.54 

8/15/2013 6,339,272 2,056,704 3.08 

7/31/2013 6,486,041 2,540,871 2.55 

7/15/2013 8,161,635 3,359,066 2.43 

6/28/2013 8,390,726 3,435,497 2.44 

6/14/2013 7,632,476 2,614,062 2.92 

5/31/2013 7,814,406 3,308,315 2.36 

5/15/2013 8,219,843 3,071,414 2.68 

4/30/2013 7,081,266 3,932,861 1.80 

4/15/2013 6,995,694 3,662,687 1.91 

 

 

 

http://www.nasdaq.com/
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                           HON days to cover chart 

GE       

Settlement Date Short Interest Avg Daily Share Volume Days To Cover 

3/14/2014 75,690,174 30,130,119 2.51 

2/28/2014 73,675,784 31,764,885 2.32 

2/14/2014 79,648,526 38,976,812 2.04 

1/31/2014 70,391,433 55,811,281 1.26 

1/15/2014 62,727,145 31,053,961 2.02 

12/31/2013 67,876,930 36,717,405 1.85 

12/13/2013 76,451,798 33,870,308 2.26 

11/29/2013 76,597,220 30,058,980 2.55 

11/15/2013 83,455,446 40,420,308 2.06 

10/31/2013 64,768,246 44,427,663 1.46 

10/15/2013 63,890,346 33,019,176 1.93 

9/30/2013 68,699,725 40,089,958 1.71 

9/13/2013 69,852,559 33,221,904 2.10 

8/30/2013 67,818,498 32,473,316 2.09 

8/15/2013 68,499,727 26,688,160 2.57 

7/31/2013 69,283,995 39,054,493 1.77 

7/15/2013 74,164,427 32,482,776 2.28 

6/28/2013 84,660,906 48,069,055 1.76 

6/14/2013 83,904,978 39,486,895 2.12 

5/31/2013 83,372,610 41,807,563 1.99 

5/15/2013 92,317,887 34,936,147 2.64 

4/30/2013 94,248,934 53,909,077 1.75 

4/15/2013 82,694,188 33,992,515 2.43 
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            GE days to cover chart 

UTX       

Settlement Date Short Interest Avg Daily Share Volume Days To Cover 

3/14/2014 6,594,700 3,268,066 2.02 

2/28/2014 6,001,312 3,069,582 1.96 

2/14/2014 5,886,832 4,607,111 1.28 

1/31/2014 6,790,039 4,348,631 1.56 

1/15/2014 6,656,880 2,689,640 2.48 

12/31/2013 7,194,560 2,588,827 2.78 

12/13/2013 7,207,200 2,961,721 2.43 

11/29/2013 8,017,276 2,113,004 3.79 

11/15/2013 7,661,113 2,681,355 2.86 

10/31/2013 6,540,088 3,011,062 2.17 

10/15/2013 6,946,155 3,332,788 2.08 

9/30/2013 7,537,540 3,146,583 2.40 

9/13/2013 6,215,148 2,805,500 2.22 

8/30/2013 6,163,876 2,623,939 2.35 

8/15/2013 7,126,676 2,615,504 2.72 

7/31/2013 8,507,356 3,151,085 2.70 

7/15/2013 8,124,599 3,275,647 2.48 

6/28/2013 7,127,486 3,758,354 1.90 

6/14/2013 5,853,342 3,603,574 1.62 

5/31/2013 6,174,878 3,392,289 1.82 

5/15/2013 7,320,900 2,884,421 2.54 

4/30/2013 7,883,635 3,828,114 2.06 

4/15/2013 8,586,897 3,171,594 2.71 
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                        UTX days to cover chart 

(H-2) Short Interest Data From http://finance.yahoo.com/ 

HON    

Avg Vol  Avg Vol Shares  Float 
(3 month) (10 day) Outstanding 

3,132,220   2,718,620 784.13M   781.78M 

Shares Short Short Ratio Short % of Float Shares Short 

(Most recent date) (Most recent date) (Most recent date) (2 weeks prior) 

5.46M   1.70  0.8% 5.72M 

 

GE 

Avg Vol  Avg Vol Shares  Float 
(3 month) (10 day) Outstanding 

 36,983,100 28,06,100 10.03B 10.02B 

Shares Short Short Ratio Short % of Float Shares Short 

(Most recent date) (Most recent date) (Most recent date) (2 weeks prior) 

 75.69M 2.50 0.8% 73.68M 

 

http://finance.yahoo.com/
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UTX 

Avg Vol  Avg Vol Shares  Float 
(3 month) (10 day) Outstanding 

3,764,140  3,793,360 915.24M 849.01M 

Shares Short Short Ratio Short % of Float Shares Short 

(Most recent date) (Most recent date) (Most recent date) (2 weeks prior) 

6.59M  2.10 0.80% 6.00M 

 

 

HON’s last earnings report date was January 24, and next earnings report date is April 17, 2014, 

which is coming soon.   

Comparing with General Electric 

and Unities Technologies, two 

major competitor of HON mainly 

in Aerospace and Automation 

businesses, days to cover ratio 

of HON has a downward trend 

recently while other two’ ratios 

increase. Short interest has 

decreased from 7.1 million in 

February to 5.5 million in March, 

which is a bullish sentiment of HON. Days to cover ratios of all three companies went high in 

early February, probably because stock price recovered sharply from January’s down and some 

investors begun pull money back.  

Market reacted positively to HON’s 2013 annual report. Before report, days to cover ratio was 

2.02, after report, days to cover ratio decreased to 1.26 on January 31. Trading volume almost 

doubled after the report.   

Comparing with GE and UTX, HON has the lowest days to cover ratio recently. 1.70 days to 

cover ratio is at HON’s history low level. They have same short percentile of float ratio of 0.80%.  
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Section (I) Stock Charts 

 (I-1) A three months price chart 

 
 

(I-2) A one year price chart 
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(I-3) A five year price chart 

 
 

In three months chart, HON outperformed UTX, and the Industrial sector and S&P 500 for most 

of the period. In early February, the stock began significantly outperformed others. Headlines 

during that period mainly discuss about HON’s strong balance sheet, high operating margin 

growth, expanding international market and FY2014 forecast. One article mentioned that, 

historically, HON is traded under P/E at 18.7, now forward P/E is much lower than that 

(Jongbloed). Almost all news were recommending a buy of HON.  On March 7, David Cote 

elected as a director of New York Federal Reserve. On that day, HON reached 52 weeks high. 

The stock priced went down in March. However, there is no significant negative news about 

HON. The downward trend is mainly due to macro-economic environment. On April 7, HON 

announced important vice president and CFO shift. Stock price went down on that day. 

However, the two new vice CEO and CFO come from HON’s most successful business segments. 

Market may overreacted to the announcement. On April 9, stock price recovered by 1.35%.  

 

In one year chart, HON outperformed S&P 500 and UTX, achieved same growth rate as 

Industrial sector index. Industrial sector has been growth really well in 2013.  

 

In five years chart, HON outperformed UTX, industrial sector and S&P 500. This success should 

attribute to the excellent business model of HON. HON’s five years plan has greatly booted the 

company’s growth. High revenue growth rate, high operating margin growth rate, international 

expanding, successful acquisition and corporation culture make HON a hot stock in market. The 
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next five years plan shows that the company has a clear and strong future goal, which 

encourages investors’ confidence.  

 

(I-4)  Technical Indicators 

10-50 Moving average 

 

50-200 Moving average 
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There is a death cross happened on March 25. However, there is no negative headlines about 

HON in March. The sharp down in March was probably due to overall unfavorable stock market. 

The short term curve is slightly under long term curve, which indicates a gold cross in not far 

away. This is a bullish signal of HON, and also a good time to buy.  

In the long-term chart, 50 days moving average continuously above 200 days moving average 

curve. A death cross happened in July 2012 and quickly turned to a gold cross. Comparing with 

S&P 500 and industrial sector index, the overall market went down in that period. In general, 

this chart shows HON’s constant long-term growth ability.  
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